The Leadership & Management Self-learning Platform

Supporting Entrepreneurs on THEIR
Leadership & Management journey
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Startups fail due to poor leadership & Management

A shocking statistic and something we want to change!
Running a start-up is a tough journey with lots of highs and lows, something we know
a lot about having worked with a fair few.
Trying to be a master of all trades to get your company into it’s growth phase while
also learning key business lessons is hard and time consuming. You could spend your
time reading books, trawling through a load of articles but this can take you away from
focussing on growth.
Thankfully there is a revolution going on called EDTECH and it’s all about developing
yourself...

#EDTECH?
If you haven’t heard of this revolution then dont worry, it’s fairly new and is centred around
people using technology to develop themselves compared to the traditional classroom
approach.
Thanks to technology, you can now easily and aﬀordably access courses, resources and many
other things that can help you grow anytime, anywhere.

EDTECH - "the effective use of technological tools for learning"
Ian Fordham
CEO

WHY?
There are a huge number of beneﬁts to developing yourself, the ones that
we feel are the most important (and we’re sure that your shareholders will agree) are:

Better business planning
enhanced investor & stakeholder relations
increaseD productivity
improved sales & marketing strategies
learning from other people’s mistakes
Recruiting the right talent
creating that great team culture

THE HUB
The best Entrepreneurs never stop developing themselves, why? Because they want success...
After a number of years working with SMEs & Start-ups, it was clear from our research that
Entrepreneurs have a massive desire to better themselves and their team’s performance.
With little time and money to spend on training, you need high quality resources from leading
experts, accessible at anytime. Plus because we know how many balls you have to juggle, we know
you’ll also appreciate a sprinkle of guided support and encouragement.
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FEATURING

The Knowledge
Centre
A searchable archive
of resources that are
tagged by topic allowing
you to ﬁnd interesting and
relevant content

The Daily
Feed
New resources are
added daily. The Feed
shows the latest news
and resources to keep
you in the know

Top
Picks

Learning
Nuggets

Hand picked resources
that we think are must reads.
We also email these to you
each week

Top lessons turned
into easy to read visuals,
perfect for printing and
sharing with your team

Our contributors include::

MEMBERSHIP
Membership to the LMW HUB is simple and easy! Take a FREE month trial on us and see
what’s available. Just visit the HUB at www.lmw.org.uk

Affordable
Monthly PaymentS

ACCESS TO ALL
RESOURCES

encouragement
& Guidence

Access ON
WEB OR MOBILE

Got a team?
drop us a line and we will help to get you
and your team members quickly setup
02920 474055 | info@lmw.org.uk

GET 50% OFF
WITH discount
CODE #STARTUP

OUR STORY
The Centre for Excellence for Leadership & Management Skills.
We work with thousands of managers in over 80 countries, here is our history:
2008 | Welsh Government
Research proves that enhancing leadership & management skills is linked to improved business outcomes.
Welsh Government launches the Enhancing Leadership and Management Skills (ELMS) programme,
part-funded by the European Social Fund.

2008 | CARDIFF UNIVERSITY
Cardiff University wins the tender to provide the Centre for Excellence for Leadership & Management Skills
in Wales (Leadership & Management Wales) as part of the ELMS programme.

2009 | LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT WALES CREATED
With offices in Cardiff, Wrexham and Aberystwyth, core services include:
Inspirational leadership events
Research into the impact of leadership development
Curation and sharing of leadership news, information and resources

2016 | THE LMW HUB CREATED
We continue independently and impartially curating and sharing ‘best in class’ leadership development tools
and resources. The LMW Hub is launched.
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